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Abstract—Cloud storage may be a model of networked on-line storage wherever information is keep in
virtualized pools of storage that are usually hosted by third parties. Organizations cite information
confidentiality as their serious concern for cloud computing, with encrypted information keep on third party’s
cloud system, the practicality of the storage system is proscribed once general cryptography schemes are used
for information confidentiality. With this thought, we tend to propose a replacement threshold proxy reencryption theme to create a secure distributed storage system. This distributed storage system additionally lets
a user forward his information within the storage servers to a different user while not retrieving the information
back The distributed storage system not solely supports secure and strong data storage and retrieval, however
additionally lets a user forward his information within the storage servers to a different user while not retrieving
the data back. The most feature contribution is that the proxy re-encryption theme supports encryption
operations over encrypted messages in addition as forwarding operations over encoded and encrypted messages.
Index Terms—Shared storage system, encrypting, proxy re-encryption, encrypted information.
I INTRODUCTION
CLOUD computing could be a conception that
treats the resources on the web as a unified entity, a
cloud. Users simply use services while not worrying
regarding however computation is completed and
storage is managed. With cloud computing growing
in quality, tools and technologies area unit rising to
create, access, manage, and maintain the clouds.
Cloud computing offers several edges, however it is
also prone to threats. Because the uses of cloud
computing increase, it's extremely doubtless that a
lot of criminals can attempt to realize new ways that
to use vulnerabilities within the system. to assist
mitigate the threat, cloud computing stakeholders
ought to invest heavily in risk assessment to confirm
that the system encrypts to shield data; establishes
sure foundation to secure the platform and
infrastructure; and builds higher assurance into
auditing to strengthen compliance. During this
paper, we tend to specialize in coming up with a
cloud storage system for hardiness, confidentiality,
and practicality. There area unit several underlying
challenges and risks in cloud computing that
increase the threat of information being
compromised. Security considerations should be
self-addressed so as to determine trust in cloud
computing technology. Distributed networked
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storage systems offer the storage service on the
web. We tend to address the privacy issue of the
distributed networked storage system. Even though
all storage servers within the system area unit
compromised.
The major challenge of coming up with
these distributed networked storage systems is to
supply a stronger privacy guarantee whereas
maintaining the distributed structure. to attain this
goal, we have a tendency to introduce secure
suburbanized erasure code, which mixes a threshold
public key cryptography theme and a variant of the
suburbanized erasure code. Our secure distributed
networked storage system created by the secure
suburbanized erasure code is suburbanized and
strong [4]. Cloud computing is encircled by several
security problems like securing knowledge, and
examining the use of cloud by the cloud computing
vendors. Initial registration with a cloud computing
service may be a pretty easy method. With shared
infrastructure resources, organizations ought to
worry
concerning
the
service
provider's
authentication systems that grant access to
knowledge. once the registration method every user
are going to be given a secret key that is generated
by him. The user will store, forward and retrieve
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knowledge within the cloud solely once the key
generation. Within the existing system, if the user
loses his key, he is going to be directly blocked
from the system. This could end in interference
several users. thus we have a tendency to introduce
a system wherever the user are going to be given 2
possibilities. so only the user loses his secret key for
2 times, he are going to be blocked from the system.
Attributable to the large quantity of knowledge keep
by a cloud, economical process and analysis of
knowledge has become a difficult one. One way to
provide data robustness is to replicate a message
such that each storage server stores a copy of the
message. Encoding a message of k symbols into a
code word of n symbols by erasure coding is
another way to provide data robustness. Each code
word symbols is stored in a different storage server
to store a message.
One way to produce information strength is
to copy a message specified every storage server
stores a replica of the message. Cryptography a
message of k symbols into a code word of n
symbols by erasure cryptography is in our own way
to produce information strength. Every code word
symbols is kept in a very totally different storage
server to store a message.
A suburbanized erasure code is associate
degree erasure code that severally computes every
code word image for a message. Thus, the
cryptography method for a message will be split
into n parallel tasks of generating code word
symbols [1]. Suburbanized storage systems
combination the accessible space of taking part
computers to produce an oversized storage facility
[2].These systems trust information redundancy to
confirm study storage despite of node failures. Once
the message symbols square measure sent to storage
servers, every storage server severally computes a
code word image for the received message symbols
and stores it. This finishes the cryptography and
storing method. The recovery method is that the
same. Information confidentiality is affected once
information is kept in third party’s cloud. A user
will code messages by a scientific discipline
technique before applying associate degree erasure
code technique to write and store messages so as to
produce sturdy confidentiality for messages in
storage servers. Erasure cryptography and reduces
the storage price [3]. He must retrieve the code
word symbols from storage servers, decipher them,
and so decipher them by victimization scientific
discipline keys once he desires to use a message.
There are three problems in the above
straightforward integration of encryption and
encoding. First, the user has to do most computation
and the communication traffic between the user and
storage servers is high. Second, the user has to
manage his cryptographic keys. If the user’s device
of storing the keys is lost or compromised, the
security is broken. Finally, besides data storing and
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retrieving, it is hard for storage servers to directly
support other functions. For example, storage
servers cannot directly forward a user’s messages to
another one. The owner of messages has to retrieve,
decode, decrypt and then forward them to another
user. Since storing cryptographic keys in a single
device is risky, a user distributes his cryptographic
key to key servers that shall perform cryptographic
functions on behalf of the user. These key servers
are highly protected by security mechanisms.
There are a unit 3 issues within the higher
than simple integration of encoding and secret
writing. First, the user must do most computation
and therefore the communication traffic between the
user and storage servers is high. Second, the user
must manage his scientific discipline keys. If the
user’s device of storing the keys is lost or
compromised, the safety is broken. Finally, besides
information storing and retrieving, it's arduous for
storage servers to directly support alternative
functions. For instance, storage servers cannot
directly forward a user’s messages to a different
one. The owner of messages must retrieve, decode,
rewrite and so forward them to a different user.
Since storing scientific discipline keys in an
exceedingly single device is risky, a user distributes
his scientific discipline key to key servers that shall
perform scientific discipline functions on behalf of
the user. These key servers area unit extremely
protected by security mechanisms.
To well work the distributed structure of
systems, we have a tendency to need that servers
severally perform all operations. With this thought,
we have a tendency to propose a brand new
threshold proxy re-encryption theme and integrate it
with a secure decentralized code to make a secure
distributed storage system. The encoding theme
supports secret writing operations over encrypted
messages and forwarding operations over encrypted
and encoded messages [1]. The tight integration of
secret writing, encryption, and forwarding makes
the storage system with efficiency meet the
necessities of information hardiness, information
confidentiality, and information forwarding.
Accomplishing the combination considerately of a
distributed structure is difficult. Our system meets
the necessities that storage servers severally perform
secret writing and re-encryption and key servers
severally perform partial cryptography. Moreover,
we have a tendency to contemplate the system in an
exceedingly additional general setting than previous
works. This setting permits additional versatile
adjustment between the quantity of storage servers
and hardiness.
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Storing information in an exceedingly third party’s
cloud system causes serious concern on information
confidentiality. so as to produce sturdy
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confidentiality for messages in storage servers, a
user will write in code messages by a cryptologic
methodology before applying An erasure code
methodology to cypher and store messages. Once he
desires to use a message, he must retrieve the code
word symbols from storage servers, rewrite them,
and then decipher them by exploitation cryptologic
keys.

decipherment.

2.1 Limitations of Existing System
There square measure 3 issues within the higher
than easy integration of coding and encryption.
1. The user should do most computation and also
the communication traffic between the user and
storage servers is high.
2. The user should manage his cryptanalytic keys. If
the user’s device of storing the keys is lost or
compromised, the protection is broken.
3. Finally, besides information storing and
retrieving, it's arduous for storage servers to directly
support alternative functions
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper, we have a tendency to address the
matter of forwarding knowledge to a different user
by storage servers directly beneath the command of
the info owner. we have a tendency to think about
the system model that consists of distributed storage
servers and key servers. Since storing crypto
graphical keys during a single device is risky, a user
distributes his crypto graphical key to key servers
that shall perform crypto graphical functions on
behalf of the user. These key servers are extremely
protected by security mechanisms.
To well work the distributed structure of systems,
we have a tendency to need that servers severally
perform all operations. With this thought, we have a
tendency to propose a replacement threshold proxy
re-encryption theme and integrate it with a secure
redistributed code to make a secure distributed
storage system. The cryptography theme supports
encryption operations over encrypted messages and
forwarding operations over encrypted and encoded
messages. The tight integration of encryption,
encryption, and forwarding makes the storage
system expeditiously meet the wants of information
hardiness,
knowledge
confidentiality,
and
knowledge
forwarding.
Accomplishing
the
combination considerately of a distributed structure
is difficult. Our system meets the wants that storage
servers severally perform encryption and reencryption and key servers severally perform partial
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Once the system has been designed, consequent step
is to convert the designed one in to actual code,
therefore on satisfy the user needs as excepted. If
the system is approved to be error free it are often
enforced. once the initial style was in serious
trouble the system, the department was consulted
for acceptance of the look so additional proceedings
of the system development are often carried on.
once the event of the system, an illustration was
given to them regarding operating of the system.
The aim of the system illustration was to spot any
amiss of the system. Implementation includes
correct coaching to end-users. The enforced package
ought to be maintained for prolonged running of the
package. at first the system was run parallel with
manual system. The system has been tested with
knowledge and has tried to be error-free and easy.
Coaching was given to finish -user regarding the
package and its options.
The coding theme supports encryption operations
over encrypted messages and forwarding operations
over encrypted and encoded messages. The tight
integration of encryption, encryption, and
forwarding makes the storage system with
efficiency meet the necessities of information
lustiness, knowledge confidentiality, and knowledge
forwarding. The knowledge is been encrypted
exploitation cryptologic keys to produce data
confidentiality. Authenticating the users coming
into the network can even be done to secure the
info. The cryptologic keys should be unbroken
secret and it should not be lost by the user. they
need to be allowed to enter the system solely once
registration method or login method.
The following steps are followed in our system:
1. User creates associate account.
2. His data are hold on in storage server and a key
are given.
3. The genuine user will transfer files.
4. He may also forward and retrieve files. The user
may also forward information to alternative user by
sharing the id of the info and id of the user to the
storage server. It forwards the info to the opposite
user. This reduces the computation done by the user
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

information and key server. This reduces the
computation performed by the user.

When a user desires to share his messages, he sends
a re-encryption key to the storage server. The
storage server re-encrypts the messages for the
licensed user supporting the information forwarding
operates. Our work any integrates re-encryption,
and encryption specified storage strength is
reinforced.

E. Data Retrieval

A. System Setup

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

The established method generates the system
parameters. A user uses KeyGen to get his secret
key try to share his secret key to a collection of m
key servers with a threshold t. The user regionally
stores the third element of his secret key. The server
generates secret key and sends to the user.

In this paper, we tend to take into account a cloud
storage system consists of storage servers and key
servers. We tend to integrate a recently planned
threshold proxy re-encryption theme. The brink
proxy re-encryption theme supports coding,
forwarding, and partial cryptography operations
during a distributed means. To decipher a message
of k blocks that area unit encrypted and encoded to
n code word symbols, every key server solely needs
to part decipher 2 code word symbols in our system.
By victimization the brink proxy re-encryption
theme, we tend to gift a secure cloud storage system
that gives secure information storage and secure
information forwarding practicality during a
suburbanized structure. Moreover, every storage
server severally performs coding and re-encryption
and every key server severally perform partial
cryptography. Our storage system and a few
recently planned content available file systems and
storage system [7], [8], [9] area unit extremely
compatible. Our storage servers act as storage nodes
during a content available storage system for storing
content available blocks. Our key servers act as
access nodes for providing a front-end layer like a
conventional classification system interface.
Additional study on careful cooperation is needed.

B. Checking Integrity
When the users request to access the info, he should
verify himself with the key sent to him by server.
Once the verification user will access his account.
The key are going to be sent to the users various
mail id.
C. Data Encryption and Storage
After accessing the account, user will able to
transfer the info within the style of files. Once the
user uploads the file it'll be encrypted by the server
and keep in to the info within the illegible format.
I.e. the enter the server is keep are going to be keep
within the encrypted format solely. The first files
are going to be erased because it is encrypted.
D. Data Forwarding
User A desires to forward a message to a different
user B. He doesn't take the chance of forwarding the
information himself. He simply offers information
id to data server and also the of the user to whom he
desires to send the message to the key server. And
also the knowledge is send to the user by the
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There are 2 cases for the info retrieval section. the
primary case is that a user A retrieves his own
message. User A informs all key servers with the
identity token once he needs to retrieve the
message. Original code word symbols are retrieved
by the key server and partial secret writing is
performed on them. The ensuing code word is
named partly decrypted code word image. These
symbols and coefficients are sent to user A by the
key server. once user A collects replies from a
minimum of t key servers and a minimum of k of
them, he executes on the t partly decrypted code
word symbols to recover the blocks m1; m2; . . .;
mk. The second case is that a user B retrieves a
message forwarded to him. User B informs all key
servers directly. Here the key servers retrieve reencrypted code word symbols and perform partial
secret writing.

VI. FUTURE WORK
Thus by employing a secure cloud system was setup
and therefore the users were able to store their
information. Future work is to freshly propose a
additional secured system within which solely
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approved users will access all the info within the
cloud. If the users access information while not
permission they need to be blocked from the
network. A threshold proxy re-encryption theme
may be projected that supports coding, forwarding,
etc. information forwarding methodology is
additional secured victimization cryptologic keys.
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